
STEP 0: software
Other software for images and tables.
http://www.star.bristol.ac.uk/~mbt/topcat/
https://aladin.cds.unistra.fr/aladin.gml
https://sites.google.com/cfa.harvard.edu/saoimageds9

STEP 1
Download data from nasa archive
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/archive.html
Select browse mission interface

STEP 2
We can select a favorite source, and a telescope.
E.g. “SMC X-2” (object name) and Swift (tick box)

http://www.star.bristol.ac.uk/~mbt/topcat/
https://aladin.cds.unistra.fr/aladin.gml
https://sites.google.com/cfa.harvard.edu/saoimageds9
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/archive.html


STEP 3
Start searching… wait, and select query results

STEP 4
You will see a long… long list of observations. These are all SWIFT observations around SMC
X-2, many of them might target nearby sources as well (e.g. SXP 15.3, this is a pulsar with a
spin period of 15.3 seconds).
Remember swift takes short exposures (<2000 sec) and exposures are grouped within 1 day
bins

Lets select the first one… 00032075003, ore just one at random



Then we can download the data… scroll way down and select everything but NOT BAT… then
click on retrieve data products

STEP 5
You can download data with a script (advanced users) or simply by “retrieve”

This will open a new window and you will see a link and the compressed size of the data



STEP 6
Extract the zip/tar file in some folder and you can see several folders and subfolders.
X-ray data are in
“xrt/events/”

“*pc*” files are in imaging mode, while *wt* files are in window timing mode, i.e.
projection of ccd in 1D.
*cl* files are cleaned from the HEASOFT pipeline, *uf* files are unfiltered so they
contain all these BAD events from corrupted pixels and columns and from background.

STEP 7
So sw00032075003xpcw3po_cl.evt.gz file contains clean events in imaging “pc”
mode, try opening it in ds9. Try open all files with ds9 and see what is there



STEP 8
You may see some point-like sources… but also look at this extended source, this is a SNR.
If you go >edit>region
You can select a circle, and by double click see its coordinates

This is in fact the SNR you saw in our zoom call in SMC mosaic



STEP9
Swift is a space “observatory”, which means it has multiple telescopes and detectors. Apart from
“XRT” the X-ray telescope, it has UVOT detector, an optical telescope with multiple optical and
UV filters. Remember we do not observe UV from earth…
The data you downloaded have these UV images, which you can also open in ds9.
See uvot/image

STEP 10
Learn more about Swift
https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/about_swift

https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/about_swift

